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‣ InfiniBand: 45% of Nov 14 Top500 list


‣ Static (deterministic) routing

‣ In-order packet delivery


‣ High-radix switches

‣ Low-diameter topologies

‣ High concentration

‣ Need for advanced routing algorithms

Introduction
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‣ T-Platforms A-Class 
‣ Concentration 8 nodes/switch

‣ 36 ports/switch

‣ 32 switches/rack


‣ 32 twin racks (maximum 48):

‣ 2048 switches, 16384 nodes


‣ Theoretical bounds:

‣ Diameter: 3

‣ Relative bisection:

‣ upper bound ≈ 163%

‣ Ramanujan graphs: 100%

‣ practical topologies: 50%

Reference Configuration
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‣ Flattened Butterfly 
‣ Dragonfly

‣ Slim Fly


‣ Torus

‣ Hypercube

Direct Topologies
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‣ Cartesian product of full graphs

‣ Alternative names:

‣ Generalized Hypercube

‣ HyperX


‣ Configuration:

‣ Dimensions: 4×8×8×8

‣ Link widths: 2, 1, 1, 1

‣ Diameter: 4

‣ Radix: 35

‣ Relative bisection: 50%

Flattened Butterfly

6
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‣ Dragonfly (Kim, Dally, Scott, Abts 2008)

‣ Configuration:

‣ 128 Groups of 16 switches

‣ 8 global links/switch

‣ Diameter: 3

‣ Radix: 30

‣ Relative bisection: 50%


‣ SlimFly (Besta, Hoefler 2014)

‣ MMS graph, diameter 2

‣ Configuration:

Low Diameter Topologies
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InfiniBand is only limited by the number of nodes in subnet (which in practice means a maximum

of 14D). However, as a FlatFly it usually is not optimal in terms of bisection bandwidth and

diameter.

In our setup, hypercube is 11D with double links in each dimension. This gives diameter 11,

relative bisection 25%, and radix 30. The remaining 6 ports may be utilized to increase bisection

bandwidth within one rack to 37,5%.

1.4. Dragonfly

A Dragonfly [15] consists of groups connected as full graphs (with “local” links). These

groups, regarded as vertices, are again connected as a full graph (with “global” links).

Denote by K the size of a group, and by G the number of global links per switch. Then there

are KG groups containing K2G switches5. A typical shortest path crosses one “global” and two

“local” full graphs, hence the relative bisection is � = min{K/4C,G/2C}. Graph diameter is 3,

and degree is C +G+K � 1.

It is reasonable to choose K and G such that K/4C = G/2C, which gives K = 16 and

G = 8 for our setup. The radix is 30. Unlike other considered topologies, cabling of global links

in a Dragonfly is really messy.

1.5. Slim Fly

A Slim Fly [4] topology is built with McKay–Miller–Širáň (MMS) graphs [20] parameterized

by a prime power q. Its 2q2 vertices are elements of linear space Z
2

⇥Fq ⇥Fq, where Fq is a field

of order q. Coordinates of vertices are denoted as (t, x, y). There are two kinds of edges:

1. y-edges: (t, x, y
0

) is connected with (t, x, y
1

) i↵ y
1

� y
0

2 Xt. For q = 2p, the sets Xt are

X
0

= {1, ⇠2, ⇠4, . . . , ⇠q�2} and X
1

= {⇠, ⇠3, . . . , ⇠q�1}, where ⇠ is a primitive element of Fq.

2. t-edges: (0, x
0

, y
0

) is connected with (1, x
1

, y
1

) i↵ y
0

= x
0

x
1

+ y
1

.

Diameter of a MMS graph is 2. For q = 2p its radix is C + 3Lq/2, and we hypothesize that

its relative bisection is � = Lq/2C. Here L is link width.

Unfortunately, an MMS graph with 2,048 switches corresponds to q = 32 and requires

switches of radix 56. Instead of that, we will consider Cartesian products of Slim Fly and

FlatFly. There are two options for our setup:

Slim Fly q L FlatFly Kn Ln Degree Diameter Bisection

SF⇥FF-1 4 2 8⇥ 8 1, 1 34 4 50%

SF⇥FF-2 8 1 16 1 35 3 50%

SF⇥FF-1 replaces 4 ⇥ 8 dimensions of our FlatFly setup with a Slim Fly. This further

simplifies cabling: now each twin rack is connected to 6 other racks using bundles of 128 cables.

Also, it saves 1,024 optical cables.

SF⇥FF-2 has the same radix as FlatFly, but a lower diameter of 3, and groups of 16 switches

have relative bisection 100%.

5Actually there are KG + 1 groups and (KG + 1)K switches, but we allow for a small irregularity in topology

omitting one global link per group, for the total number of switches to be a power of 2.

Early Evaluation of Direct Large-Scale InfiniBand Networks with Adaptive Routing
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Figure 11: An example Dragonfly network

In Port Out Port In VL Out VL
adapter local 0
adapter global 1
local global 0 1
local global 1 2
global local 1 1
global local 2 2

pLFTs 1 and 2 are in fact identical. However, due to ambiguities in Mellanox PRM,
it is unclear whether two pLFTs are su�cient, or an additional pLFT 2 should be defined
identical to pLFT 1.

Deadlocks are avoided since links are traversed in fixed order: L0, G1, L1, G2, L2.
The number of hops is now 5 compared to 3 for minimal routing, but use of global

links is more balanced. However, each group is a 1DFF with minimal routing and due to

27
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‣ Torus: Maximum dimension: 4D (3D supported in OpenSM)


‣ Hypercube: Particular case of both Torus and Flattened Butterfly

‣ Dimension (=diameter): 11D

‣ Relative bisection: 25%

‣ Radix: 30

Classical Topologies
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1.1. Tori

A torus is a Cartesian product of cycles. Up to 4D tori may be supported in InfiniBand. For

higher dimensions it is impossible to provide deadlock freedom of minimal routing. Torus-2QoS,

a routing engine for tori in the Open Subnet Manager (OpenSM), only supports 2D and 3D tori.

We shall use the following notation both for tori and for FlatFly later: N is the number of

dimensions; Kn is the size of dimension n; Ln is the width of links within dimension n.

The relative bisection of a torus is then � = min{4Ln/CKn} over n = 1, N , its degree is

d = C + 2
P

n Ln. A combinatorial search yields the following two options with the greatest

possible bisection:

Dimension Size Link Widths Degree Diameter Bisection

3D 8⇥ 16⇥ 16 3, 5, 5 34 20 15,6%

4D 4⇥ 8⇥ 8⇥ 8 2, 4, 4, 4 36 14 25,0%

Cayley graphs of commutative groups are a well known alternative of tori, having a similar

cabling structure and routing algorithms, but much smaller diameter and greater bisection

bandwidth. We do not consider such topologies explicitly, but e.g. a FlatFly is a Cayley graph

of a product of cyclic groups with appropriate generators; Dragonfly is a vertex-transitive graph

and thus has a structure similar to that of a Cayley graph of a non-commutative group.

1.2. FlatFly

Consider a Cartesian product of N full graphs. Historically, several names were used for this

topology:

• Generalized Hypercube [5] (this term implies single inter-switch links and one adapter per

switch);

• Flattened Butterfly [14] (implying single inter-switch links, and equals orders of full graphs

equal to concentration);

• HyperX [3] (subsumes both previous cases).

We shall refer to this topology as FlatFly (FF) and use the same notation as for tori: Kn

for orders of full graphs and Ln for link width in each of them, n = 1, N . According to [3],

the relative bisection bandwidth of the FlatFly network is � = min{KnLn}/2C. Diameter of a

FlatFly is equal to its dimension N , and degree is equal to C +
P

n Ln(Kn � 1).

Parameters of optimal FlatFly network are determined by a combinatorial search procedure

outlined in [3]. For our setup this is a 4D FlatFly with dimensions 4⇥ 8⇥ 8⇥ 8 and link widths

2, 1, 1, 1. It’s diameter is 4, radix is 35, and relative bisection is 50%.

Cabling of this network is relatively easy. A 8 ⇥ 8 part (3rd and 4th dimensions) occupies

a twin rack. Then each rack is connected to 3 racks in the first dimension with bundles of 128

cables, and to 7 racks in the second dimension with bundles of 64 cables.

FlatFly may serve as a building block for other topologies. For example, groups in Dragonfly

topology are usually connected as a full graph (which is a 1D FlatFly), or a 2D FlatFly [9].

1.3. Hypercube

A hypercube is a Cartesian product of 2-vertex complete graphs, and may be considered

a particular case of both torus and FlatFly. Unlike tori, dimension of hypercube built with

A. Daryin, A. Korzh

2014, Vol. 1, No. 3 57
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‣ LID (Local ID): 16-bit network address (48K addresses)

‣ SL (Service Level): 4-bit packet tag

‣ VL (Virtual Lane): 8 lanes per port


‣ Routing mechanisms:

‣ PathSL: select packet SL by source and destination

‣ LFT (Linear Forwarding Table): select output port by DLID

‣ SL2VL: select output VL by SL, input and output port

‣ LMC (LID Mask Control): assign several LIDs per endpoint


‣ Routing function:

Standard IB Routing

9

LID is a 16-bit integer, but the actual address capacity is 48K since 16K addresses are used

for multicast groups. SL takes values from 0 to 15. There may be 1, 2, 4, 8, or 15 VLs per link;

a common value for modern hardware is 8 VLs.

There are four mechanisms constituting an InfiniBand routing function:

1. Each switch has a Linear Forwarding Table (LFT) that maps DLIDs into output ports.

2. After selecting the output port, switch consults an SL2VL Table to select output VL de-

pending on input port, output port and SL.

3. Before sending a packet, the source node requests a Path Record from the subnet manager,

to find out which SL should be used for these source and destination nodes.

4. LID Mask Control (LMC) feature allows assigning more than one LID per node. This results

in several paths between the same two nodes that may be used for load balancing or other

purposes.

In theory [8], one may consider routing functions in a very general form

(Source,Destination, Switch, In Port, In VC) ! (Out Port,Out VC).

InfiniBand factors this dependence into

8
>><

>>:

(Source,Destination) ! (DLID, SL),

(Switch,DLID) ! Out Port,

(Switch, SL, In Port,Out Port) ! Out VL.

In particular, the VL chosen does not directly depend on the destination, which limits the choices

in the design of deadlock-free routing algorithms.

3.1. Adaptive routing

InfiniBand specification [2] does not support Adaptive Routing (AR). Moreover, a number of

measures has been taken to ensure that packets arrive in order. On the other hand, it is always

possible to find a tra�c pattern on which a particular static routing will achieve only a small

portion of the available bisection bandwidth [11]. For example, in our setup if 8 nodes on one

switch communicate with 8 nodes on a neighbor switch using any minimal routing, they will

only get 12,5% bandwidth, even if relative bisection is 50,%.

A number of strategies have been proposed to implement AR in InfiniBand. Multipath

routing uses LMC and congestion notification mechanism to select a least-congested path at the

source [18]. A possible modification to switch hardware [19] would treat all LIDs assigned to the

same node interchangeably and dynamically choose output port from LFT entries corresponding

to them. Finally, Mellanox claims support of AR in its switches [21].

Here we assume that switch hardware is modified in such a way that for each destination

it is possible to specify a set of output ports instead of a single port. This allows implementing

a minimal adaptive routing. However, although it may perform better on some tra�c patterns,

many other patterns will not benefit from adaptivity if only one shortest path is available between

a pair of nodes (which is exactly the case in our example with 8 collocated nodes talking to nodes

on a neighbor switch). Furthermore, a fully adaptive minimal routing will in general have credit

loops that cannot be eliminated using standard InfiniBand features.

The key problem in designing non-minimal adaptive routing algorithms for InfiniBand is

that no information is accumulated in packet header as a packet traverses the fabric. The only

Early Evaluation of Direct Large-Scale InfiniBand Networks with Adaptive Routing

60 Supercomputing Frontiers and Innovations
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‣ Minimal AR:

‣ Each LFT entry contains a set of ports


‣ Non-minimal AR

‣ Need to track number of hops so far

‣ VL is the only changing header field


‣ SL2VL replaced with VL2VL

‣ Multiple copies of LFT, one per input VL

‣ 2 or more priority levels


‣ Routing Function:

Adaptive Routing: Suggested Features

10

header field not covered by the Invariant CRC is VL. However, input VL does not influence

neither output port nor output VL. Thus, it is hard, if possible, for a non-minimal routing to

guarantee progress towards destination and to avoid livelocks.

Since VL is the only header field that can change from hop to hop, we assume the following

modifications to the switch hardware:

1. Output VL is selected using input VL: either it is simply incremented (so called VL hopping),

or input VL is used instead of SL in the SL2VL mechanism (so that it becomes VL2VL).

2. There is a separate forwarding table for each input VL6.

With these modifications, the routing function is now described as

8
>><

>>:

(Source,Destination) ! (DLID,VL),

(Switch, In VL,DLID) ! {Out Port
1

, . . . ,Out Portk},
(Switch, In VL, In Port,Out Port) ! Out VL.

To reduce latency, it is beneficial to prefer shorter routes when possible. This is not part

of a routing, but of a selection function that chooses one port from a set based on congestion

information. In our simulation we assume that two priorities are available: high priority for

minimal paths and low priority for non-minimal. An exception is deflection routing requiring

three levels of priority.

We finally note that using AR also requires significant changes to software (including MPI)

to properly handle out-of- order packets. This is beyond the scope of this article.

3.2. Torus routing

A deadlock-free routing for tori usually uses two virtual channels to prevent cycles within a

dimension7: one for packets crossing a dateline in that dimension, another for all other packets.

To avoid cycles between dimensions, they are traversed in a fixed order, hence the name Direction

Order Routing (DOR).

It turns out that dateline crossing at each dimension should be determined at the source

node and stored in SL (because VL cannot be chosen per destination address). Since SL has 4

bits, the maximum dimension of InfiniBand tori is 4D.

Summing up, adaptive routing for tori can be only used to select one of the parallel output

links.

3.3. FlatFly routing

DOR routing can be applied to FlatFly. Unlike tori, there is no need to use two VLs since

a packet traverses at most one link in each dimension.

Adaptive DOR (ADOR) allows an additional hop in each dimension [9, 26]. This is imple-

mented by the following rules:

1. VL 0 is used when input port belongs to a host or to a di↵erent dimension than output

port.

2. VL 1 is used if input and output ports belong to the same dimension.

6Some routing algorithms require a separate forwarding table for each input VL and each input port.
7Limitations of InfiniBand routing preclude using other deadlock-avoidance schemes such as turn-based routing.

VL hopping is also not an option since the diameter of torus network is larger than the number of available VLs.

A. Daryin, A. Korzh

2014, Vol. 1, No. 3 61
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FlatFly Routing: Adaptive DOR

11

destination

source

destination

source

Figure 3: Routing in 2DFF: minimal DOR, adaptive DOR

• PA – ports connected to adapters.

• Pn – ports connected to switches along dimension n;

• P

j
n – ports connected to switch j 6= in in dimension n.

Define the following Private LFTs:

0. For p 2 PA: select any q 2 Pn, where n = min{k | ik 6= jk}.

n. For p 2 Pn, n = 1, N :

• if in 6= jn: select any q 2 P

jn
n ;

• if in = jn: select any q 2 Pm, where m = min{k | ik 6= jk}.

The SL2VL mapping is

• on Pn ⇥ Pn: VL = 1;

• otherwise VL = 0.

VLs are traversed in fixed order (10, 11, 20, 21, . . . , N0, N1), thus avoiding cycles.
Note the following.

1. n+ 1 Private LFTs are used.

2. At most n additional hops are made, one in each dimension.

3. For C pairs of adapters connected to two arbitrary switches, the e↵ective relative
bandwidth is "0 = minn{Ln(Sn � 1)/C}.

19

0

0

0

1

0 1

Figure 4: VL assignment for DOR×1DFF

4. The number of pLFTs may be reduced if some of the dimensions are routed minimally
without additional hop. However, the e↵ective relative bandwidth then will be cut
to " = Ln/C.

5.3 Twisted DOR×1DFF

With DOR⇥1DFF, if all adapters of a switch SA send packets to adapters of switch SB,
these packets meet on intermediate switches after traversing each direction.

The idea is to make an additional random hop in the last dimension before all other
hops to provide greater distribution of paths across the fabric. The additional hop is made
even if the last coordinate of source and destination is the same. This way, SN disjoint
paths are provided, and if C  SN the packets from SA to SB will only meet again on SB

at the end of their paths.
Define the following Private LFTs:

0. For p 2 PA: select any q 2 PN .

N . For p 2 PN : select any q 2 Pn, where n = min{k | ik 6= jk}.

n. For p 2 Pn, n = 1, N � 1:

• if in 6= jn: select any q 2 P

jn
n ;

20
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FlatFly Routing: Mixed DOR

12

destination

source

Figure 7: Mixed DOR×1DFF

• on Pn ⇥ Pn: VL = 1 + 2SL;

• otherwise VL = 2SL.

In practice this means that possible choices are G = 2 and G = 4, requiring 4 and 8
VLs respectively.

5.5 Mixed Twisted DOR×1DFF

Twisted DOR×1DFF places a higher load on the last dimension. To balance the load
between dimensions, it may be combined with the “mixed” algorithm described in the
previous section. The resulting routing function is “Mixed Twisted DOR×1DFF”.

SL and VL assignment is performed as in Mixed and Twisted variants.

6 Routing for Dragonfly Topology

Dragonfly [KDSA08] is a low-diameter topology for modern high-radix switches. It is cost-
e↵ective in the sense that it requires less cables compared to other topologies having the

23

2 3

2

3

0 1

0

1

SL=1

SL
=0

Figure 8: VL and SL assignment for Mixed DOR×1DFF

same bisection. However, advanced routing mechanisms are required to achieve appropriate
network throughput.

We consider Dragonfly fabric configured as follows.

1. Each group has S switches, connected with local channels as a 1DFF.

2. C adapters are connected to each switch.

3. Each switch is connected to G groups with global channels.

Figure 11 shows a Dragonfly network with S = 8 and G = 1.
With this setup, there are SG groups and S

2
G total switches. Bisection is � = C

2G .

6.1 Minimal Routing

Diameter of Dragonfly network is 3. Minimal routes contain at most two local hops and
one global hop.

To route from switch SA in group GA to switch SB in another group GB, find two
adjacent switches SA,I and SB,I in groups GA and GB respectively. Then make hops from
SA to SA,I , to SB,I , and finally to SB.

24

‣ 4 dimension orders based on destination, encoded in SL:

‣ 1234, 2413, 3142, 4321
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FlatFly Routing: Twisted DOR

13

destination

source

Figure 5: Twisted DOR×1DFF

• if in = jn: depending on m = min{k | ik 6= jk}:
– if m < N : select any q 2 Pm;

– if m = N : select any q 2 P

jN
N .

We still need two VLs to avoid deadlocks:

• on Pn ⇥ Pn: VL = 1;

• on PA ⇥ PS: VL = 1;

• otherwise VL = 0.

VLs are traversed in fixed order (N1, 10, 11, 20, 21, . . . , N � 10, N � 11, N0), thus avoiding
cycles.

Note the following.

1. n+ 1 Private LFTs are used.

2. At most n + 1 additional hops are made, one in each dimension up to N � 1, and
two in last dimension.

21

1 0

1

0

Figure 6: VL assignment for Twisted DOR×1DFF

3. For C < SN pairs of adapters connected to two arbitrary switches, the e↵ective
relative bandwidth is

• "

0 = 1 if in 6= jn for some n < N ;

• "

0 = LN(SN � 1)/C otherwise.

4. The number of pLFTs may be reduced if some of the dimensions are routed minimally
without additional hop. The e↵ective relative bandwidth should not be a↵ected.

5.4 Mixed DOR×1DFF

Traversing dimensions in fixed order may create load imbalance. A possible solution is to
use di↵erent dimension orders for di↵erent destinations.

Let C nodes at each switch be arranged in G groups (each of C/G nodes). To each
group g we assign a permutation ↵

(g) of dimensions 1, . . . , N . Then a modified version of
DOR×1DFF is used, where dimensions are traversed in order given by the corresponding
permutation.

To avoid deadlocks, tra�c corresponding to di↵erent permutations must be separated
into di↵erent VLs. We need dlog2 Ge VL bits to do that. If SL is initialized to the index
of the permutation, the SL2VL mapping is as following:

22

‣ Compulsory initial extra hop in the last dimension
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FlatFly Routing: Twisted Mixed DOR

14

destination

source

Figure 9: Twisted Mixed DOR×1DFF

It is necessary to use di↵erent VLs in GA and GB to avoid deadlocks. For minimal
routing this may be achieved through standard SL2VL mechanism.

Define port groups:

• PA – ports connected to adapters.

• PL – local links.

• PG – global links.

The SL2VL mapping is

• on PA ⇥ PL: VL = 0;

• otherwise VL = 1.

There are no deadlocks since links are traversed in fixed order L0, G, L1.
Minimal routing under-utilizes global links. If nodes connected to two groups commu-

nicate with each other, they only use one global link. The e↵ective bisection bandwidth
on worst-case tra�c is then only � = 1

SC .

25
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0 1 0

SL=1
SL

=0
Figure 10: VL and SL assignment for Twisted Mixed DOR×1DFF

6.2 Adaptive Routing: Extra Global Hop

To balance load of global links, it is necessary to use non-minimal adaptive routing. How-
ever, it seems impossible to implement classical algorithms such as Valiant routing or
UGAL in InfiniBand (since it is impossible to specify an intermediate destination for a
packet).

If we allow packets to take an additional global hop adaptively, it is necessary to prohibit
taking even more misrouting global hops further. Therefore packets should be somehow
“marked” after the first global hop. Subsequent routing decisions should then take into
account this “mark”. As discussed above, it seems that the only feasible solution is to
use Private LFTs mapped to VLs (a feature proposed for consideration by Mellanox) and
VL2VL mapping (a feature announced by Mellanox but not implemented as of now). Here
we present routing algorithms under assumption that these features are available.

Private LFTs are defined as following.

pLFT # Global Local In Port In VL
0 any minimal 0
1 minimal minimal 1
2 minimal 2

VL2VL mapping is given by table

26

‣ Combination of two previous routings
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‣ Distance Based +k

‣ Set VL = d(src, dest) + k - 1

‣ Route from curr do dest via next

‣ with priority 1 if d(next, dest) = d(curr, dest) - 1

‣ with priority 2 if d(next, dest) = d(curr, dest) ≤ VL


‣ Decrease VL at each hop


‣ Deflection +k

‣ Same as above, plus

‣ Route from curr do dest via next

‣ with priority 3 if d(next, dest) = d(curr, dest) + 1 ≤ VL

Topology Agnostic Adaptive Routing

15
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Simulation Results
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‣ Saturation levels in % of maximum bandwidth
Routing All2All

Bit
Cmpl Rvrs Rotn Shuf Trns

Torus
DOR 3D 26,5 15,6 7,6 7,0 7,6 7,1
DOR 4D 48,2 25,0 2,9 17,0 12,2 2,9

Hypercube
DOR 24,2 24,2 0,8 24,2 11,7 0,8
Mixed DOR 24,2 24,2 2,3 11,7 11,7 0,8

Dragonfly
Static 24,2 5,5 5,5 5,5 5,5 5,5
GSID 23,4 24,2 5,5 24,2 24,2 5,5
Distance 82 0,0 5,5 0,8 0,8 5,5
Distance +2 59,4 0,8 11,7 2,3 2,3 9,4
Deflection +3 48,4 2,3 11,7 2,3 5,5 11,7
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Simulation Results
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Routing All2All
Bit

Cmpl Rvrs Rotn Shuf Trns

SlimFly × FlatFly 1

Distance 80,5 11,7 11,7 10,9 5,5 9,4

Distance +2 80,5 19,5 30,5 11,7 11,7 11,7

Deflection +4 80,5 21,9 24,2 24,2 24,2 32,8

SlimFly × FlatFly 2

Distance 61,7 5,5 5,5 5,5 5,5 5,5

Distance +2 61,7 11,7 14,8 7,0 7,0 8,6

Deflection +4 74,2 11,7 18,8 11,7 10,9 11,7
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Simulation Results
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Routing All2All
Bit

Cmpl Rvrs Rotn Shuf Trns

FlatFly

DOR 81,3 11,7 1,6 12,5 7,8 2,3

ADOR 52,3 50 3,1 25,0 24,2 2,3

Mixed ADOR 56,3 50,0 10,2 24,2 24,2 5,5

Twisted ADOR 24,2 50,0 21,1 24,2 24,2 11,7

Twisted Mixed 53,1 28,1 22,7 24,2 24,2 5,5

Distance 93,8 11,7 9,4 11,7 9,4 10,2

Distance +4 96,1 50,8 14,8 39,8 37,5 37,5

Deflection +4 94,5 50,0 24,2 50,0 24,2 24,2


